
Q Face
Revitalift

The unique natural facial lifting



Q Face Revitalift is designed to answer to the desire of having a beautiful 

and healthy face at every age.  The daily ritual of essential actions can be 

satisfied: skin cleansing and delivery of active ingredients.

The technology of this machine has 4 different operating modes and allows 

to activate separately different application systems.

4 technologies to revitalize the face

TREATMENTS

TRANSDERMAL VEHICULATION

Transdermal vehiculation is a new technique also defined “mesotherapy 

without needles” that provide dermocosmetics in-depth action through the 

depolarization of epithelial cell membranes with the creation of preferential 

channels (electropores) for the passage of active principles in addition to the 

polarization of the molecules composed of cosmetics, which are carried to the 

deep subcutaneous layers where they can play direct action. 

MICRODERMOABRASION

It is carried out with diamond tips and is a mechanical controlled and non 

invasive peeling treatment, with a smoothing action on the epithelial layer. It 

improves the look, tone and brightness of your skin, boosting elasticity.  

BIPOLAR FACIAL RADIOFREQUENCY 

It is an innovative technique based on waves emission that, crossing the tissues, 

induce a molecular oscillation provoking by friction, a deep hyperthermia (heat).

The energy accumulation near the electrodes acts very effectively on the 

collagenic structures and elastin fibers of the dermis inducing a deep firming 

and an immediate lifting effect. 

ULTRASONIC SPATULA

Low frequency ultrasounds (spatula) are indicated in the first phase for cleansing 

pre-treatments and/or preparation for transdermal vehiculation.

The action of ultrasonic vibrations allows a separation of dead cells for a 

“pushing effect”, eliminating cosmetic residues and impurities in dilated pores.

The special ultrasonic spatula allows to perform the following actions: cleansing 

and peeling, superficial vehiculation, deep cleansing, cell regeneration.



Q Face Revitalift

Q Italy has studied an innovative treatment 

combined with differentiated administration 

specially formulated, to complete the action 

of the machinery.

Furthermore, to complete the treatment 

at the institute, a home cosmetic product 

line is provided with different functionalities 

according to specific needs.



Immediately visible results
Q Face Revitalift intervenes effectively for:
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3 reasons to choose Q Face Revitalift

Q Italy wants to make an active 

contribution to your success, with 

technical, commercial and marketing 

aids that add value to its products and 

provide a secure basis for your high-

achieving business: staff training by 

skilled technicians, to learn to make 

full use of the various technologies 

of different models. Skilled technical 

service always available.

Q Italy was born with a mission. To 

give a modern answer to an ancient 

dream: eternal beauty. For twenty years 

now, we have been designing beauty 

care and treatment equipment: reliable 

instruments for the most demanding 

professionals. With Q Italy we offer a 

new line of equipment that reinvents the 

rules of wellbeing, with a minimal and 

elegant design and a range of state-of-

the-art functions.

Skin rejuvenation

Toning

Elasticity

Hydration

Nourishment

Skin cell renewal

Sebum regulation

Remodeling

Oxygenation

Superficial and Deep Vehiculation

Brightness

Lifting effect

Total antiage

Relaxing

Safe and reliable
The results of Q Face Revitalift are visible right from the very first sessions and the progress achieved is 

shown stable over time.

Q Italy improves
your business

Our projectQ Italy is always
by your side

Q Italy’s technologies comply with the technical-information 

sheets of the interministerial decree of 15 October 2015 n. 206 

published in the Official Italian Gazette n. 300 dated 28/12/2015

WHATSAPP ASSISTANCE: 3665891852          PERSONALIZED MEDICAL ASSISTANCE: doc@qitaly.it


